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Book I The Frameworks

van Rijn (1661) The conspiracy of Claudius Civilis

Book I The Frameworks
Introduction
Rembrandt’s (1661) The Conspiracy of Claudius Civilis can be used hyperbolically to signal the way this research
is carried out. This representation of how Claudius Civilis’ organises the Batavian rebellion against the Roman
Empire then does not have to do justice to what really happened in history, neither does this research then have
to be a fan of conspiracies nor to proclaim that the European Union is ruled by one or as a Pax Romana. To
boot, this research especially wishes to stay away from its nationalistic meanings as far as possible. The image is
used nevertheless, and this to exaggerate the reality of different and uncommon viewpoints, not only Batavian
ones against the Roman Empire, but also when it concerns the meaning and usage of the concept of territorial
cohesion in the European Union. This research namely plays such a role in that it offers a view from an outside.
Each of the three Parts of this Book I The Frameworks reflects this view from outside. Part I on the
substantive framework namely introduces to what this research is an outsider, that is, the concept of territorial
cohesion in the institutional framework of the European Union. Part II on the analytical framework then
explains the outsiders’ stance involved with governmentality and Part III on the methodological framework how
then to proceed with discourse analysis. It is within these frameworks that the territorial cohesion Geschichte
will be drawn (see Book II The Analysis)

